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A Consideration of Linguistic Strategies in Indonesian Text Messaging 

Dr Ismet Fanany  

Introduction  

Text messaging has recently become extremely common especially among teenagers and young 
adults. In Indonesia, prepaid mobile phone service is relatively inexpensive and has found wide 
acceptance, especially among the young.   

Studies of text messaging have concerned its nature and effect on language in general (see 
Herring, 1996; Yates). Researchers have considered whether text messaging is more like speech or more 
like writing. Medium-specific vocabulary, abbreviations, emoticons and non-grammaticality of messages 
have also been considered.   

Examples of Indonesian Text Messages  

The following are a small number of examples of Indonesian text messages. Standard 
orthography is presented in brackets following each message. 

1. ini n0.tlp titi yg baru..apa kbr   

[Ini nomor telpon Titi yang baru. Apa kabar?] 

2. Mlm om pkbr n gngp?om bs tlp q skrng?q pngn ngobrol sm om  

[ Malam, Om, apa kabar dan lagi ngapain? Om bisa telpon aku sekarang? Aku pingin ngobrol 
sama om.] 

3. Mksh bnyky om n maaf dah rptn om   

[Makasih banyak, ya, Om, dan maaf dah reportin Om.] 

4. Mlm om pkbr.om mkshy dah bnt q n novi n acra pernikahanq lancar om.  

[Malam, Om, apa kabar? Om, makasih, ya,  dah  bantu aku dan Novi dan acara pernikahanku 
lancar, Om.] 

5. Nie br bgun tdur   

[Ini baru bangun tidur.] 

6. Cpk bgt,bsok lusa lbrny.lg npain   

[Capek banget. Besok lusa  Lebaran, ya.  Lagi ngapain?] 

7. Lom tau,pling cm zakat aja ke msjd.   
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[Belum tahu. Paling cuma zakat aja ke mesjid.] 

8. Gk kmn2,tdrn aja enk.nie aja q mls kluar kmr.  

[ Nggak ke mana-mana. Tiduran aja enak. Ini aja aku malas keluar kamar.] 

9. Ow,krmh bd trus blik lg krmh krn bnyk ttngga2 n sdr yg dtng  

[Ow , ke rumah Bude terus balik lagi ke rumah karena banyak tetangga-tetangga dan saudara 
yang datang.] 

10. ya bnyk bgt biasny smpe lbrn ke 2  

[Ya, banyak banget biasanya sampai Lebaran kedua.]   

Characteristics of Indonesian Text messages  

Even this small sample of Indonesian text messages demonstrates many of the distinctive features 
described by Segerstad (2002) and Thurlow (2003).  

Omitting punctuation   

Two punctuation marks most commonly used are the period (.) and the question mark (?). Often, 
however, no punctuation is used. Of these examples, only number 2 and 4 use question marks, despite the 
fact that questions appear in examples 1 and 6 as well. Four examples use periods, numbers 4, 6, 7, and 8, 
and another four use commas (,), numbers 6, 7, 8, and 9.  

Spoken-like spelling   

Examples 2 and 3 contain colloquial expressions like lagi ngapain and informal constructions 
like pingin ngrobrol sama .  .  . These constructions are not usually seen in writing. Similarly, lom in 
example 7 is a shortening of the colloquial pronunciation of the standard belum ; nie in examples 5 and 
8 is a shortening of ini . The use of q to represent aku in examples 2 and 4 also represents spoken 
language. Other features common to spoken usage include in to replace the suffix kan (example 3); 
lagi instead of sedang (example 6); and banget instead of sekali (examples 6 and 10). 

Consonant writing   

This strategy appears in all of the examples. In most cases, the intended meaning is clear from the 
context. Examples where the writer has used a vowel for clarity include bsok (for besok ) in example 6. 
In example 10, biasanya is rendered biasny.  

Conventional abbreviations   

One of the most common is yg for yang (example 1). Another is the use of the numeral 2 to 
indicate duplication. Examples 8, 9, and 10 show this orthographic convention that is no longer used in 
standard Indonesian but was once common in writing and printing.  

Unconventional abbreviations  
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These include y to represent ya, q to represent aku , and n to represent dan. It is 
interesting to note that the use of n for dan mimics an English text convention where n represents 
and and replicates the colloquial pronunciation /n/.   

All capitals or all lower case   

Many Indonesian text messages are written in all or mostly small letters. Again, this is a speed 
strategy to avoid switching back and forth. All small letter messages can be seen above in examples 1 and 
10. 

Shortenings, contractions, and clippings   

Indonesian is prone to shortening like other languages. The examples above show complex 
shortening and abbreviation of whole phrases. These include pkbr for apa kabar (example 2) and 
mkshy for makasih, ya ( terima kasih, ya ) (example 2). The attachment of preposition ke to the 

following word is also common, as in examples 8 and 9 where ke mana-mana and ke rumah are 
represented as kmn2 and krmh respectively.   

Discussion  

Indonesian text messaging corresponds to what has been observed for other languages suggesting 
Indonesian speakers feel the same pressures for speed, brevity, social inclusion, and cultural participation. 
Indonesian speakers also have strategies adapting language to the medium of text messaging that are 
similar to other languages. Most significant, text messaging is changing the nature of language use in 
Indonesia.  

Discussion on the effects of text messaging has concerned supposed deleterious influences on 
written usage. Language change away from standard usage need not be negative however. In Indonesian 
certainly, it is not possible to assess the effects of text messaging on users  mastery of standard forms.  

In Indonesia, then, text messaging is likely leading to a codification of forms that previously 
occurred only in spoken language. Rather than detract from standard written language used in formal 
communication, young people likely perceive text messaging as a development of the spoken domain that 
is distinct from other written forms. 
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